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Do you like cute, colorful puzzles? Do you love putting together
matching puzzles? Then this is the game for you. Puzzle: Nature is
a game where you can find not just an attractive idea, but also a
delightful game system! This game works on the concept of
'Match-3'. In which, you will be playing against the time. As you
move to the next time, you will have to clear all the puzzles to
finish this game. If you like puzzle game, then you would love
playing this game. Do not forget to check this game. The objective
of the game is to match three or more identical picture cards that
all belong to the same suit. The player takes turn to place the new
cards. There are six cards in a hand, represented by the image
above. The player can place any of the six cards in their hand, but
must place a matching card of the same suit, when they place a
card on the playing board. If there are no matching cards
available in the play board, the cards in the player's hand can still
be played. When three or more identical cards are placed onto the
board, they form a pile. The player's turn is then over and the
player wins when all the cards in their hand are used up. The
player then starts a new turn by placing new cards into their hand.
To complete a level, the player must use the cards in their hand
and match three or more of the identical cards to build a pile that
is three or more cards high. Each pile, when it reaches this height,
will produce a prize of some form. There are four game modes
available within the game: Free play, in which the player is not
challenged to beat any winning times, Time Attack, which requires
the player to beat a certain number of times that listed in the
game when playing a card, Blitz mode, which requires the player
to complete the game within a time limit, and Survival, in which
the game can be played ad infinitum without any end. Puzzle
Snake is a visually stunning puzzle game that will keep you on
your toes as you try to assemble the pieces into as compact a
space as possible. The game was described as being "edgy, neon-
injected, wild, and extra, extra, extra difficult" by Kotaku. This is a
multi-level, linear puzzle game. Players must build the road that
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connects the three points in order to

Great Permutator Features Key:
Mouse, keyboard and touch controlled (Navigation is using keyboard)
Many levels to unlock and overcome with the right moves.

THREE > TWO > ONE SIZE!!

This game is the perfect fit for tablets... with a keyboard (Use left <> right arrow keys to go left and right,
use s <> z to jump up/down), as they might feel unnatural on the screen!

It compiles to a smaller program and as it's cross-compatible with Windows Mobile, Windows Phone 7 etc...
This makes it a perfect fit for the mobile era!

Launch demo

Are you missing a good game? GreatPermutator is here! 

To see an example of its power and gameplay get your hands on a copy!

If you like what you see, learn more and buy it on the Windows Store and have it on your Windows Phone
forever!
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